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1 CCF omponents

Name of CCF VALDATE EVALDATE List of Bloks CAL XSCS

(start of val. period) (end of val. period) hanged VERSION ag

XMM BORESIGHT 0018 2000-01-01 00:00:00 BORESIGHT NO

2 Analysis

To support the new vignetting orretion implemented in SAS6, the optial axis for eah amera

had to be moved (in the MISCDATA CCF) and as a onsequene new BORESIGHT Euler angles

had to be regenerated from srath in BORESIGHT issue 17. The determination of the new Euler

angles was based on one single �eld : OMC2/3, in revolution 598, a rih stellar �eld, using the task

epibsalgen trying to reprodue the SAS 5.4 astrometry as far as possible. See XMM-CCF-REL-

156, for more details.

A more global study was then neessary to investigate any systemati residual errors in these

new Euler angles, translating into systemati shifts of the absolute astrometry in amera oordinate

system (or in spaeraft oordinate system).

A bulk reproessing of 430 ODFs was performed with SAS6 and the new BORESIGHT issue 17.

Observations after revolution 500 were seleted, where the attitude reonstrution algorithms from

Flight Dynamis have been tuned to the best sine launh.

Soure detetion was done with edetet hain with a maximum likelihood threshold of 15.

For eah observation the absolute shift from the XMM frame to the optial is assessed by ross-

orrelating the soure lists for eah amera with the 2MASS NIR atalogue, whih astrometri

auray is estimated to be better than 0.2 arse.

A ross-orrelation radius of 5 arse was used, assoiating the nearest NIR soure as the most
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Instrument Y-axis rotation Z-axis rotation PHI angle delta Theta angle delta

(arse) (arse) (radian) (radian)

MOS1 1.1 0.42 -2.036 10

�6

5.333 10

�6

MOS2 0.72 0.17 -8.431 10

�7

3.490 10

�6

pn 0.35 0.0 0 1.696 10

�6

Table 1: Delta to previous BORESIGHT rotation around axis (arse) and delta to Euler angles

(radians).

probable ounterpart of the X-ray soure. A frame o�set was determined when two or more soures

with optial ounterpart were found, this was the ase for about 210 observations. The o�set is then

projeted into the amera oordinate system, with a simple rotation of the position angle.

The soure densities in X-ray and in NIR are highly variable depending on the type of �eld

(galati/extragalati) and the depth of the exposure in X-ray. But with typial soure densities of

0.05 soure/square armin (MOS1) and 1 soure/square armin in 2MASS, there is a 2% probability

of hane orrelation with a NIR soure in a radius of 5 arse. Hene the probability to have two

random orrelations is < 0.1

A speial are was taken to remove all galaxy luster and Supernovae Remnants observations, as

they tend to return high densities of ompletely fake soures and therefore small and wrong o�sets,

with this proessing (as well as CALCLOSED exposures !).

The o�set satter plots and orresponding histograms of the distributions are presented in �gures

1 and 2. Some systemati o�sets prinipally along the spaeraft Z-axis are evidened.

3 Changes

The systemati o�set found were orreted and implemented as delta variations in the Euler angles

in BORESIGHT issue 18, using the SAS task newsiam.

The shifts in arse around the +Y and +Z axis and derived delta in Euler rotation angles are

given in table 1.

4 Sienti� Impat of this Update

A new bulk reproessing with 1095 ODFs, from revolution 500 up to 767, was performed. An o�set

of the amera frame ould be determined for about 850 observations, and for 600 observations with

two or more optial ounterparts. It an be veri�ed in �gures 3 & 4, (equivalent of �gures 1 & 2

but with BORESIGHT CCF issue 18 this time), that no systemati o�sets are left with this new

CCF. The mean shift from the EPIC frames to the optial referene in on average null, in spaeraft

oordinate system.

The same type of o�set plots in Right Asension/Delination axis would always show a mean
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shift around zero, whatever systematis left in BORESIGHT Euler angle due to the position angle

averaging.

Finally the same study was performed with the old SAS 5.4 and previous related BORESIGHT

CCF issue 16, used until SAS6 was live. The same satter plots and histograms of distributions are

shown in �gures 5 & 6. Some small (< 0.6 arse) systemati o�sets were present,but di�erent from

(SAS6/BORESIGHT 17).

Note that with SAS5.4/BORESIGHT 16, the standard deviation of the o�sets per axis was

loser to 1.0 arse, ompared to 1.2 arse with SAS6/BORESIGHT 18. This points probably to

a Position Angle error, i.e. an slight error in the BORESIGHT PSI Euler in issue 18.

Note that the satter on the spaeraft Z-axis (faing the sun) is signi�antly higher (wider

gaussian) than on the Y-axis. This seems to be due a surprising seasonal dependene of the shifts,

along the Z-axis: +0.7 arse in the revolution range 500-600, but -0.7 arse in the revolution range

600-700, as an be appreiated on �gure 7 & 8. There is no explanation to this e�et yet.

5 Estimated Sienti� Quality

With this new BORESIGHT CCF the absolute astrometry is slightly hanged at the arse level.

It is now optimized suh that on average the mean shift to the optial frame is lose to zero, as

demonstrated in �gure 4.

A diret X-ray soure position orrelation between bright soures with a total number of ounts

higher than 500 in the entral area (MOS entral CCD) in all observation proessed was performed.

Suh soures have oordinates errors due to the statistial unertainty of the measurement lower

than 0.5 arse for MOSs and lower than 0.7 arse for EPIC-pn (see �gure 9). Hene they provide

a better handle on systematis haraterisation. The distribution of position o�sets for these bright

soures in the between EPICs is shown in �gure 10.

The standard deviation is �0.6 arse per axis, hene a median o�set between the two ameras for

bright soures lower than 1.0 arse.

However some systemati shifts are evidened between ameras along the spaeraft Y-axis in

�gure 10: 0.3 arse between MOS1 and pn, 0.2 arse between MOS1 and pn, and 0.5 arse

between MOS2 and EPIC-pn whih were not seen previously in �gure 4 (null shift on average with

the optial). The same type of systemati shift between ameras is seen when seleting soures

over the whole �eld-of-view, instead of the entral area. The origin of these amera-amera shifts is

unexplained and somewhat inonsistent with the absolute astrometry analysis above.

Figure 4 shows a distribution width of o�sets of 1.2 arse per axis. However this distribution

inludes on top of a systemati distribution a statistial omponent due to the fat that relatively

faint X-ray soures have been used for the ross-orrelation. With a typial number of soures of

5 per �eld the error on eah amera o�set per observation is of the order or 0.7-1.0 arse, hene

widening the gaussian distribution.

By seleting subset of observations with a minimal threshold of 10 optial ounterparts, the

statistial error of eah o�set goes down to 0.4 arse on average, for an average number of optial

ounterparts of 20-25. The histogram of distribution of o�sets per axis for this representative
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subset of observations is presented in �gure 11. Although the statistis is obviously muh lower,

the standard deviations of the gaussian distribution now go down to 0.7-0.8 arse per axis for the

MOSs and even 0.6 arse for EPIC-pn, i.e. similar to �gure 10.

Therefore 0.6 arse per axis is most probably the best estimate of the systemati omponent of

the absolute astrometri auray of XMM-Newton. Hene this analysis indiates that the XMM-

Newton absolute astrometri auray is better than 1.0 arse (or similarly a FWHM

of � 2 arse.), as an be seen in �gure 12 in the ase of EPIC-pn.

This statemement is true for observations aquired after revolution 500, and probably for ear-

lier observations too, one repreoessed with the latest attitude software from Flight Dynamis.

Note that this is signi�antly better than the early results of Tedds & Watson (2001), based on

observations at the beginning of the mission.

6 Test proedures & results

See previous setions. SAS6.0 and SAS5.4 were used to ompare the di�erent performanes of the

BORESIGHT CCF issues 16, 17 & 18.

7 Expeted Updates

No attempt has been made in this study to searh for residuals in position angle rotations (i.e. Euler

Psi angle), while some eraly evidenes have been shown (J. Tedds) that with BORESIGHT issue

17 and hene also with new issue 18, a residual of 0.1 degree would be present. The slightly largest

standard deviation fond with SAS6/BORESIGHT 18 vs SAS5.4/BORESIGHT 16 also points in

that diretion.

An error of 0.1 degree in the Euler PSI angle would lead to shifts up to 1.5 arse at the edge of

the XMM �eld-of-view. It is not lear at this stage if this rotation error would apply to a partiular

amera, as it was the ase for EPIC-pn in the past or to all ameras. This should be the subjet of

a subsequent analysis using the SAS task eposorr.
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Figure 1: Satter plot of the o�sets of the EPIC frame with the 2MASS referene frame for eah EPIC

amera projeted in spaeraft oordinate system, one point per observation, with BORESIGHT

CCF v17; Top panel: MOS1, Middle: MOS2, Bottom: EPIC-pn.
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Figure 2: Histogram of the distribution of the o�sets with the 2MASS referene frame for eah

EPIC on the two spaeraft axis with BORESIGHT CCF v17; Top panel: MOS1, Middle:

MOS2, Bottom: EPIC-pn.
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Figure 3: Satter plot of the o�sets of the EPIC frame with the 2MASS referene frame for eah EPIC

amera projeted in spaeraft oordinate system, one point per observation, with BORESIGHT

v18; Top panel: MOS1, Middle: MOS2, Bottom: EPIC-pn.
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Figure 4: Histogram of the distribution of the o�sets with the 2MASS referene frame for eah

EPIC on the two spaeraft axis with BORESIGHT CCF v18; Top panel: MOS1, Middle:

MOS2, Bottom: EPIC-pn.
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Figure 5: Satter plot of the o�sets of the EPIC frame with the 2MASS referene frame for eah

EPIC amera projeted in spaeraft oordinate system, one point per observation, with SAS 5.4

and BORESIGHT CCF v16; Top panel: MOS1, Middle: MOS2, Bottom: EPIC-pn.
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Figure 6: Histogram of the distribution of the o�sets with the 2MASS referene frame for eah EPIC

on the two spaeraft axis with SAS 5.4 and BORESIGHT CCF v16; Top panel: MOS1, Middle:

MOS2, Bottom: EPIC-pn.
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Figure 7: Satter plot of the o�sets of the EPIC frame with the 2MASS referene frame for MOS1

projeted in spaeraft oordinate system, one point per observation, with BORESIGHT v18 in the

revolution range 500-600

Figure 8: Satter plot of the o�sets of the EPIC frame with the 2MASS referene frame for MOS1

projeted in spaeraft oordinate system, one point per observation, with BORESIGHT v18 in the

revolution range 600-700
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Figure 9: Coordinate errors returned by the SAS (emldett) for soures as a funtion of soure

ounts. The limitation is purely due to the statistial auray of the measurement. It is better for

MOSs beause of the smaller pixel size (1.1" vs 4")
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Figure 10: Histograms of the distribution of the o�sets between EPIC ameras (in spaeraft axis)

for all EPIC soures with more than 500 ounts in the MOS entral area (CCD1); Top panel: MOS1

vs EPIC-pn, Middle: MOS1 vs MOS2, Bottom: MOS2 vs EPIC-pn.
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Figure 11: Histogram of the distribution of the o�sets with the 2MASS referene frame for eah

EPIC on the two spaeraft axis with BORESIGHT CCF v18 for a subset of exposures with

more than 10 X-ray soures with 2MASS ounterpart (on average 20-25). Top panel: MOS1, Middle:

MOS2, Bottom: EPIC-pn.
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Figure 12: Histogram of the distribution of the o�sets from the EPIC-pn frame to the 2MASS

referene frame with BORESIGHT CCF v18 for the subset of exposures with more than 10

X-ray soures with 2MASS ounterpart (and on average 25)


